A well-stirred chemical reaction system is traditionally formalised as a set of deterministic concentration ODEs. Figure 1 makes clear the relationship of this traditional approach, to less traditional scenarios where there are still concentration ODEs but the solvent volume is changing, or where the evolution of absolute particle numbers is focussed on instead.
Variable Volume! Concentration ODE dS i dt = ⌦f C i (s)
Particle ODE! Relationship between Traditional Concentration ODE, Variable Volume Concentration ODE and Particle ODE Formalisms. The traditional approach to chemical kinetics has been to explore reactions in fixed or reservoir solvent volumes (blue box). This approach can be related to formalisms dealing with finite and variable solvent volumes (grey boxes). Notation: Function f C i returns the rate of concentration change of the i'th solute, based on current solute concentrations s. Function f P i returns the rate of particle number change of the i'th solute, based on current solute particle numbers S.
It is useful to bear in mind:
• Concentration ODEs describe the time evolution of solute number densities in a volume. For our vesicle model, the three factors directly affecting the number density of solutes inside the • Particle ODEs describe the time evolution of solute particle numbers in a volume. For our vesicle model, the two factors directly affecting absolute particle numbers inside the vesicle are (i) chemical reactions and (ii) diffusions into/out of the volume. Changing the vesicle solvent volume itself does not directly affect the number of solute particles. Rather, it changes the particle reaction rate constants (which in turn affect the particle numbers in future).
For our vesicle reactor model, the variable volume concentration ODE formalism is generally much easier to solve for steady states (analytically, or numerically) than is the particle ODE representation, because it is always a set of multivariate polynomials in the species concentrations. The particle ODE set is generally unattractive to solve for steady state particle numbers, since it can contain rational fractions.
For numerically integrating the dynamics of the vesicle reactor model via Runge-Kutta, the particle ODE was found to be the most stable and reliable approach. This is because, under the particle formalism, the volume of the vesicle changes linearly with the number of particles, regardless of vesicle size. Conversely, under the concentration formalism, the vesicle volume is the (non-linear) reciprocal of C E − N j=1 s j , which means that as the vesicle volume grows larger, the total internal solute concentration N j=1 s j approaches the total external concentration C E , and here only exceedingly small concentration changes cause very large fluctuations in volume. Generally, the particle and concentration formalisms were identical up to vesicle diameters of d=1000nm, after which notable numerical integration errors were present in the concentration approach.
A final note is that the particle ODE is sometimes impractical to use for systems which have large volume because the numbers of particles involved become very large indeed and impractical to handle on a computer.
Example: Schlögl Model in Vesicle Reactor
In the following example, the ODE set for the bistable Schlögl reaction set
in the vesicle reactor model is written in both concentration and particle representations. The vesicle reactor is first assumed to have fixed volume Ω . The (traditional) concentration ODEs read:
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When the volume is made to change as a direct function of internal solute concentrations, as in the vesicle reactor model, the above particle ODE set is still valid. The fixed volume Ω is simply replaced with function
However, under changing volume, the traditional concentration ODE set is no longer valid. To be valid again, each concentration derivative needs an extra dilution term adding ( Figure 1 ). Only then can the fixed volume Ω be legitimately replaced with function Ω = B T /(C E − x − y − z). The section below explains the dilution term in more detail, and how it can be formulated in terms of the instantaneous species concentrations.
Dilution Term
Below in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we derive the dilution term introduced by Pawlowski and Zielenkiewicz [2] , to handle reaction systems in a variable solvent volume. Then, in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we derive what the dilution term must be in a reaction system whose volume is a function of the internal solute concentrations (as in our vesicle reactor model).
Derivation via Quotient Rule
In well-mixed conditions, the instantaneous concentration of a solute species s i is defined as the number of molecules of the species present divided by the current solvent volume:
We can think of s i as a function, returning the concentration of species s i at time t. Likewise, functions S i (t) and Ω(t) will return the number of molecules and current volume at time t, respectively. Taking the derivative of function s i with respect to t is the same as taking the derivative of function fraction S i /Ω with respect to t, and thus we can apply the Quotient Rule from Calculus:
Giving the final result:
S4
This equation states that, in a variable volume, the rate of change of species s i is equal to the rate of change we would expect in a fixed volume, i.e.,
dS i dt minus a dilution term to compensate for the volume changing. If the volume is decreasing ( dΩ dt < 0) the dilution term becomes positive and acts to further increase the concentration of a species (and vice versa).
Alternative Derivation
Recall s i = S i Ω If the volume is changed by an amount ∆Ω, there will be an associated change ∆s i in the species concentration:
Assuming no particles escaped or entered the volume whilst we made the volume change, the total number of particles after the change will be the same as before it, i.e., S i = s i Ω:
Expanding and re-arranging to isolate the ∆s i term gives:
∆Ω Ω + ∆Ω where the minus sign expresses that concentration s i decreases as the volume increases, as expected. If the volume change is infinitesimal, then the denominator Ω+dΩ ≈ Ω and thus the infinitesimal change in species concentration is:
which is another statement of the dilution term. To recap, it says that if of the solvent volume changes by dΩ, with all other things being equal, the concentration of solute originally at s i will change to
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Dilution Term for Vesicle Model: Derivation
In the vesicle reactor model, the system volume is a function of the internal solute concentrations. Here, we derive what the dilution term is in this context.
Step 1
First, consider that the vesicle reactor has a fixed volume. The factors affecting the rate of change of the species concentrations inside this volume are the MAK reaction kinetics functions r j ( s) and passive diffusions into and out of the vesicle. For each species s i :
where Ω is the fixed volume parameter.
Step 2
Next, the derivatives (1) are multiplied by the current volume Ω (see Figure 1 above) so that they describe the rate of change of species molecule numbers or 'particles' inside the vesicle, in terms of the current species concentrations:
By describing rates of change of particle numbers, these derivatives are valid when the volume becomes variable. Conversely, concentration derivatives (1) above are not valid when the volume becomes variable.
Step 3
Using the vesicle volume specified in terms of particles (Figure 1 above) , we can easily write how a change in the vesicle volume is related to a change in the total internal particle number:
where ∆S j is a change in the copy number of the jth species. This relationship is valid for any changes in the number of internal particles, including infinitesimal changes:
If infinitesimal changes are related as such, then their rates of change in time are similarly related:
Therefore, the vesicle volume derivative is simply a scaled sum of the solute particle derivatives.
2.3.4.
Step 4 Equation (2) above gives the solute particle derivatives in terms of the instantaneous solute concentrations. Therefore, substituting (2) into (3) gives the volume derivative in terms of instantaneous concentrations:
Alternatively:
2.3.5.
Step 5
The full dilution term, including the volume derivative, is thus:
In other words, the dilution term for solute s i is simply the sum of all terms in the N concentration ODEs for the fixed volume system, multiplied by −s i /C E . Note that N j=1 r j ( s) has a nett value of 0 when each reaction produces the same number of molecules that it consumes.
Substituting the volume Ω = B T /(C E − N j=1 s j ), makes it clear that the dilution term is a multivariate polynomial in the species concentrations.
Dilution Term for Vesicle Model: Alternative Derivation
The total concentration of solutes inside the vesicle is equal to the total concentration of solutes outside, when the isotonic condition holds at all times:
The volume change of the vesicle ensures that the total concentration of solutes inside the vesicle does not change, despite reactions and diffusions across the membrane changing the concentrations of the individual solute species. Following Mavelli and Ruiz-Mirazo [3] , we can write:
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Which gives the volume derivative of the vesicle as:
The same as Equation (4), taking into account that C C = C E .
Physical Constraints on Abstract Chemical Reaction Sets
Often in artificial "toy" chemistries, reactions are specified at an abstract level, for example A + B → C. Under this notation, the atomic structure and physical state of a molecule is reduced to a single letter. Despite this brutal abstraction, sets of such reactions can still be verified as physically plausible to some extent.
Below are described two constraints, which can be applied together, if all reactions (i) are elementary and (ii) describe the transformation of reactant complexes at higher Gibbs free energy to product complexes at lower Gibbs free energy. These constraints are useful to apply when automatically generating more complicated reaction sets for testing in the vesicle reactor.
Atom Number Conservation
Traditional elemental balance cannot be performed with an artificial chemistry, since the exact atomic constituents of molecules have been abstracted away. However, conservation of the total atom number in the system can be verified by rewriting a set of reactions as a set of linear simultaneous equations, where each equation stipulates that the number of atoms on the left and right hand sides has to be conserved. To do this, every reaction arrow (regardless if irreversible, or bi-directional) is re-written as an equals sign, and the species letters become variables signifying the number of atoms in a molecule of that type. If positive non-zero solutions can be found (one or infinitely many), then this means that all species can be assigned an atom number such that no sequence of reactions will neither create nor destroy atoms. Table 1 gives an example of a reaction set conserving atoms, and Table 2 gives three reaction sets which don't. The order of the reaction kinetics do not affect this procedure, since only the change of species numbers on execution of a reaction are relevant, and not reaction rates. Table 1 . A reaction set which passes atom number conservation, checked by solving two simultaneous equations. Table 2 . Three reaction sets failing atom number conservation.
Reaction Set Atom Number Conservation Simultaneous Equations
2X Z 2X = Z 2X − Z = 0 2Y → X + Z 2Y = X + Z 2Y − X − Z = 0 Solutions: X = 1 2 Z, Y = 3 4 Z Life 2015, 5 S8
Trivial Less Obvious More Subtle
2X X X → Y 2Z → X + Y 2Y → X W → X + Z X + Z → Y + W
Existence of Free Energy Simplex
Reactions are driven by a thermodynamic tendency to achieve a lower Gibbs energy. For a reaction to proceed spontaneously, the total Gibbs free energy of the reactant species must be higher than the total free energy of the product species. To check this constraint, a reaction set can be transformed into a set of linear inequalities, with each reaction arrow pointing in the spontaneous direction, re-written as a greater-than > symbol. If a set of all positive solutions exists to this set of inequalities (i.e., a solution simplex is defined in the positive orthant of N -dimensional space, where N is the number of species), then this means that all reactions can have a negative free energy change, and the reaction set is subsequently valid from a free energy perspective. Table 3 shows the inequalities for a valid reaction set, and Table 4 gives two examples of reaction sets failing the negative free energy test, which include perpetual-motion cycles (incidentally, these pass the atom number conservation criterion above). Table 3 .
A reaction set which passes negative free energy test, and atom number conservation.
Reaction Set
Free Energy Inequalities Table 4 . Two reaction sets failing negative free energy criterion. Both reaction sets incidentally pass atom number conservation.
Perpetual cycle with no energy input Another example
For large reaction sets, the existence of solutions for both of the constraints outlined above can be checked by a computer algebra system, e.g., MuPad, Maple or Mathematica.
Non-Bistability Demonstrations
In this section, simple algebra is used to prove that four reactions used in the paper cannot show bistability in different chemical reactor scenarios, regardless of the parameter scheme used.
Irreversible Reaction Sequence 2X -> Z -> 2Y

Reservoir Conditions
With X designated as high energy resource (fixed concentration), and Y as low energy waste (fixed concentration), intermediate species Z is described by:
which has only a single steady state solution:
CSTR Flow Conditions
Species Y is produced as inert waste, by an irreversible reaction. Therefore, its concentration in the CSTR is of no consequence to the reaction, and it can be disregarded. The system reduces to:
Setting the x derivative to 0 gives quadratic
which will have a maximum of two positive steady state solutions for x. For each of these steady state solutions x * , from setting the z derivative to zero, we see that there exists a single corresponding steady state solution for z:
Therefore, at most, there exists two unique {x * , z * } pairs. A minimum of three fixed points are required for bistability (two stable fixed points whose basins of attraction are separated by an unstable saddle point), and so this reaction sequence cannot be bistable in CSTR flow conditions.
Irreversible Reaction Sequence X -> 2Z -> Y
Reservoir Conditions
which has only a single steady state solution, since negative concentrations are not permitted:
CSTR Flow Conditions
From setting the x derivative to 0, we see that x admits only one steady state solution:
* into the z derivative, gives a quadratic function for z * , ruling out the possibility for at least three unique {x, z} solution pairs:
At most, the system could have one stable, and one unstable fixed point.
Irreversible First-Order Reaction X -> nY
Constant n > 0 describes one or many reaction products.
Reservoir Conditions
This reaction cannot be assessed under reservoir conditions, because there are no intermediate species to dissipate energy between the high and low energy reservoirs.
CSTR Flow Conditions
Species Y is produced as inert waste, by an irreversible reaction. Therefore, its concentration in the CSTR is of no consequence to the reaction, and it can be disregarded. The system reduces to a single derivative:
and there can exist only a single steady state solution when:
Vesicle Conditions
At steady state:
Dividing the x steady state expression (6) by the y steady state expression (7) usefully simplifies:
and yields the following linear relation between the x and y steady state values:
At steady state, the reciprocal of vesicle volume becomes:
which substituted into (6) gives a quadratic in x, with at most two positive solutions:
where constants
Therefore, the X → nY reaction cannot achieve bistability in the vesicle model under any parameter conditions. 
CSTR Flow Conditions
At steady state, the x concentrations are given by quadratic:
and hence a maximum of only two positive solutions can exist (where one will be a stable fixed point, the other an unstable saddle).
Vesicle Conditions
Dividing the x steady state expression (11) by the y steady state expression (12) gives:
which is a specific case of condition (8). Following the same logic as above in Section 4.3.3 with n = 2, the x derivative at steady state will be:
which still remains quadratic function of x.
Response of X -> Y Reaction Steady States to Changing Buffer in Vesicle Reactor
In this section, we calculate for reaction X As already established (10) for reaction 1, at steady state:
That is, fixed points are given by quadratic function
where polynomial coefficients
The related y fixed point was given in Equation (9). When the reaction concentrations are at a fixed point, the volume of the vesicle is
which means that this reaction would be providing
effective buffer particles to the other reaction (reaction 2) at the fixed points.
To elaborate the full function B 1 = f R1 (B 2 ) to see the complicated dependence of B1 on B2, first Ω * (14) is substituted into (15) to give:
Substituting the y fixed point concentration (9):
* is given by the quadratic formula as applied to (13):
and so B 1 has a very complicated non-linear dependence on B 2 . 
1.4024e − 3 7.3135e − 4 1.8058e − 3 1.0896e − 3 2.0160e − 3 1.1828e − 3 y E 1.8225e − 3 1.7705e − 3 4.1160e − 4 1.9567e − 4 8.1789e − 4 7.9604e Only spherical vesicle shapes fulfilling steady state are depicted on Figure 2 of the paper, because the vesicle reactor model cannot admit any other morphology. However, if vesicle surface area were not directly determined by volume, but was a separate state variable, then there exist many non-spherical vesicle morphologies which could theoretically also sustain steady state (i.e., deflated vesicles with surplus membrane surface area). Figure 2 shows prolate spheroid shapes for vesicles, which are possible shapes corresponding to points A-F in Figure 2 of the main paper. 
